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等人于 2006 年研制的 “京都旅游语料库”
（Kyoto Tourism Corpus）。 此单语语料库收
集的均为日本京都市用英文写就的关于京
都旅游介绍的文本，共 885 篇，平均每篇 47
个词 ，收录了 2，786 个不同类符 （types）和
42， 025 形符（tokens）。 库中所有的词语都















是规模小，除了 Wilkinson 的语料库有 67 万





























































































（parallel corpus， 简称 PC）与一个双语旅游
翻译类比语料库（comparable corpora， 简称
CC）组成。在研究的第一阶段，这两个语料库
暂定为各 100 万字 ／词（为统计方便，中文部
分按字数计算，英文部分按词数计算），目前
各个语料库已经完成三分之二。 按照我们的




















































的总体特征？ 等等。 正因为 PC 与 CC 结合
能在语料库翻译研究中发挥更大的增效作
用，近来有不少翻译学者都提倡把 PC 中的
一些发现运用在 CC 的背景框架中解释 ，
充分发挥语料库翻译研究的定性与定量研
究相结合的优势（参看 Kenny 2006）。 除此










1 本图部分改编自 Johansson 和 Hofland （1994： 26）。
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Nord 称之为 “非言语因素 ” （non-verbal
elements） （2005： 118）以及用不同字体大
小、形式、下划线等来模仿语调、语气和停顿









地方以赋码 ＜SUS＞ 做人工标注， 让使用者
能够通过计算机快速查找。 以相片出现的旅






一般的 POS 标注法就是参考 BNC 对语料词
性和词类的划分和缩写方法（如 NN1 表示单
数名词、NN2 表示复数名词、NP0 表示专有
名词等， 参看 BNC 网站）， 先用软件 （如
CLAWS标注系统）进行机器标注。 由于机器
标注都不能达到百分百的标注准确率 （最好
的 CLAWS 标注系统也只能达到 96％左右，
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On the semantic construal of ［shèng］ and ［bài］ from the Construction Approach， by Li
Guohong， p．31
The Chinese antonyms ［shèng］ and ［bài］ sometimes are synonymous with each other． To
address this strange phenomenon， the paper analyzes their semantic properties from the
cognitive perspective， with the findings that （1） ［shèng］ bears a definite semantic direction，
while ［bài］ is opaque， and （2） when acting as a complex predicate juxtaposed with other words
in a two-argument construction， ［shèng］ and ［bài］ take the following sequence in deciding
their semantic direction： direction of the directional words ＞ direction of the imperfective ＞
inherent direction of the perfective＞ direction of the atemporal ＞ prototypical direction of the
perfective； when acting as a one-argument predicate， ［shèng］ and ［bài］ are semantically
directed to the agent．
A study of Kenneth Burke’s philosophy of language from his concept of “terministic
screen”， by Ju Yumei， p． 39
This paper explores Kenneth Burke’s philosophy of language． It begins by analyzing his
concept of “terministic screen” ． And based on the analysis， it studies Burke’s philosophy of
language from the following four aspects， i．e．， human beings cannot live without language；
language performs the function of being attitudinal and persuasive； language does not simply
reflect reality； language use is full of motives． Through the study， the paper attempts to argue
that rhetoric， especially Western rhetoric， is interdisciplinary in nature and hopes that it might
shed enlightenment on the development of modern Chinese rhetoric．
Development and application of bilingual corpora of tourism texts： A new approach， by Li
Dechao and Wang Kefei， p．46
Based on a critical review of the existing monolingual and bilingual corpora of tourism
texts both at home and abroad， this paper introduces the design rationale and the practical
consideration for Bilingual Corpora of Tourism Texts （the Corpora）， which are being developed
in the Hong Kong Polytechnic University． The practical consideration of the Corpora includes
the digitization， the tagging， the alignment and the design of the header for the texts to be
included in the Corpora． The paper concludes by pointing out the potentials for the teaching and
research of tourism translation based on the Corpora．
The representation of ambiguous words in Chinese EFL learners’ mental lexicon： A
developmental model， by Zhao Chen， p．55
This paper reports on an experiment exploring Chinese EFL learners’ mental representation
of three types of ambiguous words： homonymy， metaphoric polysemy and metonymic
polysemy． The results show that the representation of the three types of ambiguous words in
Chinese EFL learners’ mental lexicon is a developmental model： the sense relatedness of
homonymy and metaphoric polysemy becomes ever lower as the learners’ language proficiency
improves． On the contrary， the sense relatedness of metonymic polysemy is ever higher when
the learners achieve a higher proficiency． The model is consistent with the usage-based approach
for second language learning．
An empirical study of the psychological reality of the gap in Chinese topicalization：
Evidence from filler priming， by Cai Rendong and Dong Yanping， p．64
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